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Absttract
Moree than 2,000 ssmall islands (1,000 to 100,0
000 inhabitantss) globally exisst. These islan
nds cover a huuge potential fo
or the
impleementation of rrenewable enerrgies and storag
ge systems. Theeir power geneeration is mainly based on exppensive diesel power
p
plantts. In combinattion with abunddant renewable resources, hybbrid renewable energy systems become comppetitive comparred to
the existing
e
fossil bbased power geeneration. This work reveals tthe enormous market
m
potentiaal for high sharre renewable energy
e
soluttions including battery storagee systems. On a global scale m
more than 5 GW
Wh of energy sto
orage can be ecconomically insstalled
on th
hese small islannds.
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1. In
ntroduction
Wo
orldwide, most small islannds rely on ex
xpensive and high polluting
g power geneeration by dieesel generatorss [1],
[2]. This cost intennsive energy supply hinderrs local develoopment and in
ncreases the deependency on fossil fuel im
mports
[3]. These probleems can be taargeted by thee implementattion of renew
wable energy (RE) technoloogies [4], [5], [6].
Reneewable resourrces such as soolar irradiation
n and wind arre abundant on
n most islandss [1].
Sm
mall islands w
with up to 100,,000 inhabitan
nts can be connsidered as mini-grids,
m
whiich are especiaally interestin
ng for
hybrridization withh photovoltaicc (PV) and wiind power. Reeaching a high
h share of RE quickly requiires battery sto
orage
and frequency stabbilization systtems [7]. To understand
u
thee techno-econo
omic optimizeed configuratiion of
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PV, wind power, and batteries in a hybrid island system detailed simulations are necessary. These simulations
require basic input data such as load profiles and resource data (cf. Fig. 1).
Even though some islands are developed as pilot projects for RE island supply (e.g. El Hierro, Réunion) [8], [9],
there is still a lack of knowledge about location, population, load, and energy supply systems on a global scale. Due
to this research gap the global potential for RE storage systems on small islands remains unclear. This research work
targets to identify and analyze the small islands with the help of geographic information system (GIS) tools and to
assess the global RE and storage potential by simulations for each identified island.
2. Methodology
An island is defined as “a naturally formed area of land, surrounded by water, which is above water at high tide”
according to United Nations (2012) [10]. Following this definition, all islands larger than 5 m² are extracted from
the continental landmasses on a worldwide scale. After identifying the islands’ size and location, the local GDP and
population is derived from Ghosh et al (2010) [11]. Due to the high resolution of these data (approx. 1 km² pixel
size) islands are buffered with a 700 m radius to account for geographical inaccuracies due to the inequalities in
resolution regarding the mostly high populated coastal areas of the islands [12].
Afterwards, the techno-economic optimization of the each island’s energy system is performed by an inhousedeveloped simulation tool*. The model simulates a one-node island energy system with hourly time steps for one
reference year taking PV, wind power, diesel gensets and batteries into account (cf. Fig. 1). The output of the
optimization is the lowest levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) [13] (cf. Eq. 1 and 2) and the corresponding optimal
system configuration.
LCOE

Capex * CRF (WACC, N )  Opex  Costs fuel * Fuel
Elconsumed

(1)

Equation 1: Levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) for power systems. Abbreviations stand for: Capital expenditures (Capex); capital
recovery factor (CRF); weighted average cost of capital (WACC); project lifetime (N); operation and maintenance expenditures per year
(Opex); cost of diesel per liter (Costsfuel); consumed diesel per year (Fuel), consumed electricity per year (Elconsumed)

CRF (WACC, N )

WACC * (1  WACC) N
(1  WACC) N  1

(2)

Equation 2: Capital recovery factor (CRF). CRF is set according to weighted average cost of capital (WACC) and project lifetime (N).

Local input parameters are diesel costs, solar and wind resources, and load profiles. Each island’s energy
consumption is derived from the mother country’s energy consumption level and energy intensity combined with the
local GDP. The shape of the load profile is influenced by climate conditions and a tourism factor [14]. For all islands
the same set of techno-economic parameters is chosen. Since the exact diesel power plant composition is not known
for each island a generic genset was modeled with some important generalized characteristics. All islands only have
a single genset of arbitrary size running at an average efficiency that is independent from the load and only depends
on the system size (25 % for < 3MW; 30 % for 3 MW < > 20 MW, and 35% for > 20 MW of peak load). The
generic genset can switch from 0 to 100% within one time step, i.e. one hour. The maintenance costs do not depend
on operating hours. These simplifications are necessary for this global approach to limit computation time to an
acceptable level. It is important to note that the full benefit of batteries (e.g. reducing the genset’s maintenance cost
and increasing its average efficiency) is not included. As a consequence of the assumptions concerning the genset
and the interaction with the batteries we assume to be rather conservative in our simulated results, thus in reality RE

*

MATLAB. ® Version R2011b. The MathWorks, Inc.
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techn
nologies andd batteries miight benefit more than inndicated in our
o findings. All relevantt techno-econ
nomic
paraameters are givven in the subtext of Figuree 1.
The
T fuel costss are derived from the glob
bal diesel priice [15] plus transportation
n costs, whichh differ due to
t the
remo
oteness of an island [16]. Another
A
differeence is made iin the wind tu
urbine selectio
on: For all Carribbean island
ds and
all isslands below 10,000 inhabiitants a smalleer turbine is chhosen (easy to
o erect and hu
urricane-proof)
f); for all remaaining
islan
nds larger and less expensivve turbines in terms of EUR
R/kW are seleccted.

Diese
el

Irradiatiion

Wind
d

Reso
ource data

Techniical / econo
omic
inpu
ut parameterrs

Load data

Figurre 1: Simulation ddesign and input parameter
p
of hybrrid mini-grid.
Resou
urce data: Dieseel price (0.63 EU
UR/l, 3 % annual increase,
i
transporrtation costs by trraveltime [15], [1
16]), solar irradiaation and wind sp
peed by
DLR Deutsches Zentruum für Luft- und Raumfahrt. Orig
ginal data provideed by NASA.
fficiency: 25 to 355 %), Battery (rou
und cycle efficienncy: 85 %, lifetim
me: 10 yrs, c-rate: 1:6 kW/kWh), FFlywheel (30 % of
o total
Technical: Diesel (eff
wable capacity, juust considered in economics).
e
renew
Econ
nomic: Capital eexpenditures - Caapex (Diesel: 0 EUR/kW, PV: 22,000 EUR/kWp
p (high costs acc
cording to smalll market size an
nd high
transp
portation efforts)), Wind: 1,250 to
t 1,500 EUR/kW
W (smaller turbiine), Battery: 25
50 EUR/kWh, Flywheel: 1,000 E
EUR/kW), Operrational
expen
nditures - Opex (Diesel 0 EUR//kW*yr, PV: 2 % of Capex/yr,, Wind: 2.5 % of Capex/yr, Battery:
B
10 EUR
R/kWh*yr, Flywh
heel: 0
EUR//kW*yr), Weightted average cost of capital - WAC
CC (7 %), Projecct lifetime: 20 yrss (conservative ap
pproach due to ddifficult maintenaance on
island
ds, wind and PV pplants last usuallyy longer than 20 years).
y
Load
d: According to G
GDP, location, andd tourism factor (number
(
of overnnight stays per yeaar, derived from country
c
level [144]) of island.

3. Results
R
A previous studdy, which has been less speecific for smalll islands, butt gives an oveerview on the total global island
land
dscape, revealss that about 740 million peeople live on iislands at the moment [17]. In this studyy, the GIS anaalysis
detects 2,056 islannds between 1,000 and 100
0,000 inhabitaants in total, inhabited
i
by 21
2 million peoople overall. More
M
than
n half of thesee islands are loocated in the Pacific Oceann with more than
t
half of th
he entire popuulation. In totaal, an
electtricity consum
mption of 533 TWh per yeear is assumeed. Again, th
he Pacific reg
gion holds thhe highest ov
verall
electtricity consum
mption, but the Atlantic reg
gion is quite cclose based on
n the high electricity consuumption per caapita.
The Caribbean region has the highest
h
averag
ge electricity consumption and thereforee represents thhe most intereesting
mark
ket region forr larger island energy system
ms. In additioon to the electtricity consum
mption the aveerage LCOE of
o the
prev
vailing diesel ssystems are calculated
c
resu
ulting in averaaged 38 EUR
Rct/kWh. Thesse diesel poweer generation costs
are based
b
on an aaveraged dieseel fuel price for
f next 20 yeears including
g three percen
nt price increaase per year. Even
with
hout diesel pricce increase thhe LCOE woulld be around 229 EURct/kW
Wh. They peak
k in the Pacific
ic region due to
t the
extreeme remoteneess of the maany small Paccific islands lleading to hig
gh travel timees and transpportation costss (cf.
Tab.. 1).
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inhabitants).
Tablle 1: Overview onn global small islaand landscape (1,,000 to 100,000 in
Regiions: Atlantic andd Arctic Ocean, Caribbean
C
plus Gu
ulf of Mexico andd Bahamas, Indiaan Ocean, Mediterranean Sea, Paciific Ocean.

Region
Atl. + Arrct. Oc.
Caribbeaan +
Indian O
Ocean
Mediterrr. Sea
Pacific O
Ocean
Total
Region
Atl. + Arrct. Oc.
Caribbeaan +
Indian O
Ocean
Mediterrr. Sea
Pacific O
Ocean
Total

Num
mber of
Islan
nds

Population (aav.)

Popula
ation (sum)

GDP (avv.)
[EUR/caap]

416
105
232
104
1,199
2,056

99,985
166,160
122,210
100,540
99,690
100,410

4,150,0
000
1,700,0
000
2,830,0
000
1,100,0
000
11,620,0
000
21,400,0
000

18,200
14,600
2,960
23,500
8,660
14,300

El. cons.
c
(sum)
[GW
Wh/year]
18,270
5,710
2,240
3,680
22,730
52,630

El. cons. (av..)
[MWh/year]
433,920
544,380
99,660
355,390
188,970
255,600

El. con
ns. (av. per cap
p.)
[kWh//year* cap]
4,4
400
3,3
370
790
7
3,3
345
1,9
960
2,4
462

LCOE D
Diesel only
(av.) [EU
URct/kWh]
36.6
34.2
38.0
33.2
39.3
38.0

Figure
F
2: Global m
map of islands – energy consumpttion of small islannds is highlighted
d.

o assess the R
RE storage pottential the hyb
brid system is optimized for each of the 2,056
2
islands.. Two scenarios are
To
perfformed to undderstand the addditional valu
ue of energy sttorage: Scenarrio I without and
a Scenario III with batteriies for
reneewable energgy storage. Thhe detailed reesults of bothh scenarios are
a shown in Tab. 2. Evenn without battteries
(Sceenario I) all isslands possess already a veery high RE ppotential (6 GWp PV and 12.8 GW windd) and lower LCOE
L
than
n diesel only ((Tab. 2). By inntroducing RE
Es the LCOE decrease from
m 38.0 to 30.2
2 EURct/kWh,
h, equivalent to
o 20.5
perccent cost reduuction at a reenewable sharre of 46 %. T
The potential share of instaalled capacitiees of PV and
d wind
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power reveals huge differences. While in the Indian Oceanthe PV capacity is marginally higher than the wind power
capacity, wind power exceeds PV by more than five times in the Atlantic region. This is a direct consequence of the
different local renewable resources. The Pacific region holds by far the highest PV potential and together with the
Atlantic region the highest wind power potential in total capacity for small islands.
In Scenario 2 the introduction of batteries leads to an additional decrease of 6 % of the LCOE on average. An
overall energy storage capacity potential of 5,300 MWh is calculated increasing the averaged RE share from 46 % to
71 %. Especially in very sunny regions with many small islands such as in the Indian Ocean and Pacific region, the
batteries reduce the LCOE and increase the RE share the most. Figure 3 illustrates this phenomenon showing that
the prevailing energy storage potential is located in tropical and sub-tropical regions with high solar irradiation and
relatively low wind speeds. This has already been assumed in a previous study for IRES 2012 [18] and now proven
by this global study. Battery energy storage correlates best with PV by shifting solar power from midday to the
demand peaks in the evening hours. This can increase the renewable energy share from around 40 – 50 % to 60 % 70 % (cf. Pacific and Indian Ocean). The combination of wind power and battery storage is less favorable, reflected
in the decrease of economic wind power potential in the techno-economic optimized case by the introduction of
batteries. This is due to the higher variability of wind power generation with sometimes weeks without produced
wind energy. Battery capacities have to be quite high to overcome these periods of low wind speeds, which is
usually uneconomical. In these cases, if seasonal storage is necessary, power-to-gas systems can be an economically
extension to battery storage to store wind power over long-time periods [19]. However power-to-gas systems are not
considered in the simulation model of this study as small islands mainly lacking substantial infrastructure for these
systems such as gas storage facilities and power plants.
Table 2: Results for techno-economic optimization of hybrid island energy supply systems (1,000 to 100,000 inhabitants) – Scenario I is without
battery storage, Scenario II is with battery storage, results for Scenario II are in relation to Scenario I in percent.
Regions: Atlantic and Arctic Ocean, Caribbean plus Gulf of Mexico and Bahamas, Indian Ocean, Mediterranean Sea, Pacific Ocean.

Region

Scenario

Atl. + Arct. Oc.

Scen I

Indian Ocean

Pacific Ocean
Total

Storage (sum)
[MWh]

LCOE (av.)
[EURct/kWh]

RE share
(av.)

5,320

n/a

26.3

48%

+21%

-1%

930

-1.9%

58%

Scen I

910

1,210

n/a

24.3

57%

Scen II

+9%

-2%

360

-1.6%

65%

Scen I
Scen II

Mediterr. Sea

Wind (sum)
[MW]
930

Scen II
Caribbean +

PV (sum)
[MWp]

Scen I

420

370

n/a

29.7

44%

+76%

-30%

1,240

-6.7%

65%

550

770

n/a

25.8

47%

Scen II

+10%

-1%

230

-1.2%

55%

Scen I

3,390

5,090

n/a

30.2

44%

Scen II

+19%

-5%

2,550

-7.0%

71%

Scen I

6,200

12,760

n/a

30.2

46%

Scen II

+21%

-4%

5,310

-5.6%

71%
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Figu
ure 3: Global mapp of islands – Insttalled battery pow
wer of small islandds is highlighted for optimized hyb
brid systems.

4. Conclusion
C
According
A
to thhe optimizatioon all selected
d small islandds profit from the introduction of REs inn the long run
n. This
introduction wouuld bring econnomic benefitts even underr a conservative fossil fuel price increasse of 3 % perr year
com
mpared to an aaverage historiic increase of 5 % per year during the lasst 20 years [15
5]. Additionall implementation of
battteries leads too further cost reductions particularly in tropical and sub-tropical (Fig. 3) regioons with high
h solar
irradiation and loow wind speeds. The overaall rise of the renewable sh
hare by 25 % by introducinng batteries in
nto the
systtems shows thhe enormous vale
v of battery
y storage systtems for the renewable
r
eneergy implemenntation. The higher
h
the renewable shhare the lowerr is the diesel consumptionn on these islaands. With lesss diesel consu
sumption the power
p
gen
neration system
ms are less dependent on prrice-volatile ddiesel fuels, which
w
reduce th
he financial riisks for the isllands’
enerrgy supply.
In
n addition the tropical and sub-tropical
s
reegions show llow seasonalitty within their solar irradiaation which en
nables
high
h share renew
wable energy systems
s
with short
s
term eneergy storage technologies
t
such
s
as the asssumed batteriies. In
regiions with highh share of winnd power com
ming with highher variability and seasonaliity, batteries ccannot significcantly
imp
prove the econnomic viabilitty of the enerrgy supply syystem. In this case, long terrm storage teechnologies su
uch as
pum
mped hydropower storage or
o hydrogen an
nd power to gaas systems aree required [19].
Th
he global poteential for enerrgy storage by
y batteries in rrenewable energy island sy
ystems for sm
mall islands between
1,00
00 and 100,0000 inhabitantss is calculated to be 5.3 GW
Wh. The Paciffic region has the highest reegional potenttial of
2.55
5 GWh. Thesse potentials are
a derived fo
or battery costts of 250 EUR
R/kWh [20], [21] and a fixxed c-rate (raatio of
enerrgy and capaacity) of 1:6 kW/kWh.
k
Sin
nce different ttechnologies with different c-rates exist
st, a further step to
imp
prove the moddel is to leavve the c-rate open
o
in the ooptimization process.
p
This will allow thhe model to decide
d
wheether a batteryy system acts predominantlly as power oor energy storaage and will allow
a
a more differentiated
d view
on the
t potential.
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